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Background

During sprinting, the biceps femoris long head predominantly gets injured, while hamstring strengthening exercises predominantly activate the semitendinosus more effectively. Understanding how joint dominance influences hamstring activity may offer clarity on appropriate exercise selection in strengthening programs.

Purpose

This study compared three hip-dominant hamstring exercises: the rocker, perpetuum mobile fast and slow (PMfast and PMslow) and the Nordic Hamstring exercise (NHE) on their potential to simulate sprint-like activity and kinematics.

Methods

Muscle activity of the posterior kinetic chain (biceps femoris, semitendinosus, gluteus maximus, and medial gastrocnemius) was measured with surface electromyography (sEMG) during the exercises and treadmill running at 75\% of the individual maximal sprint velocity in male athletes. sEMG data were normalized to maximal sprinting. 3D-motion capture was employed to assess hip and knee angles.

Results

Eight male athletes were included (age: 24.0 years ± SD 2.9; body mass: 76.8 kg ± 7.7; height: 1.79 m ± 0.08). Greater activity of the hamstrings occurred during the explosive exercises ranging from 65.9\% [95\%CI: 56.3-71.5\%] (rocker) to 49.0\% [95\%CI: 40.4-57.6\%] (PMfast) vs. 34.0\% [95\%CI: 29.1-38.9\%] (NHE) to 32.1\% [95\%CI: 26.9-37.3\%] (PMslow). The rocker showed greatest hamstring and gluteus maximus activity. Biceps femoris consistently showed greater activity than the semitendinosus across all exercises in peak activity (mean difference: 0.16, [95\%CI: 0.07-0.26]) and average (mean difference: 0.06, [95\%CI: 0.01-0.11]) activity. PMfast, PMslow and NHE demonstrated less hip flexion angle at peak hamstring activity than the rocker and high-speed running and every exercise showed less hamstring elongation stress than during high-speed running.

Discussion

Hamstring activity is comparable to high-intensity treadmill running for NHE and PMslow, and greater for the rocker and PMfast. Gluteus maximus activity varied, with the
rocker and PMfast showing greater activity than in sprinting. All examined exercises demonstrated their peak activity at short hamstring muscle length.

**Level of evidence**

3b

**INTRODUCTION**

Sprinting is a key activity and a determinant of performance in many sports such as soccer, rugby or track and field. However, sprinting near maximum velocity is the main activity during which hamstring muscle injuries typically occur. Muscle injuries are frequent throughout many sports, with a high risk of recurrence and creating above average time-loss from competition.

The bi-articular hamstrings are subjected to a stretch-shortening cycle during sprinting, with stretching taking place in the terminal swing phase and shortening starting shortly before the foot strike and lasting throughout the stance phase. This coincides with neuromuscular activation being most pronounced within those time frames. From a kinematic standpoint, the bi-articular hamstrings reach their greatest muscle-tendon length during the terminal swing phase. The majority of data suggests that injuries typically occur during terminal swing phase, though it is still a matter of debate. This phase is characterized by peak muscle-tendon force, high muscle excitation, negative work, and peak muscle-tendon length. Out of all hamstring muscle injuries, approximately 70% affect the biceps femoris long head (BFH) with lesions evenly distributed throughout the muscle. The exposure to a greater lengthening strain of the BFH may be explained by the relatively longer hip extension moment arm, its lower stretch tolerance or its ability to store energy through negative work compared to the other hamstring muscles.

It might be appropriate to consider these factors when selecting isolated training exercises to properly address the specific hamstring activation during late swing in combination with the prevailing lengthening stress. Therefore, it may be reasonable to assess exercises for their capacity to simulate sprint-like conditions.

The Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE) has demonstrated its effectiveness regarding reducing the risk of hamstring injuries. Several meta-analyses have shown that programs consisting of or including the NHE revealed a remarkable decrease in hamstring injury incidence of about 50%. In several cross-sectional studies assessing muscle activity, the NHE demonstrated the greatest eccentric muscle activity out of a variety of exercises. Nevertheless, hamstring injury incidence is still rising in professional football. It has been speculated that hamstring exercises including the NHE lack sprint-specificity. Therefore, such exercises may not fully realize the potential transfer of strength gains into horizontal force production or capabilities to resist muscle strain stress. In addition, numerous studies indicate that hamstring exercises, including the NHE, typically result in a more pronounced activation of the semitendinous muscle (ST). Both aspects may limit the efficacy of injury prevention exercises. Studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging suggest that hip-dominant exercises (hamstring activation through hip extension) may lead to a greater activity of the BFH. Hence, this study aimed to investigate two hip-dominant hamstring exercises, which may more closely reflect the electromyographical activity and kinematic characteristics of sprint / high-speed running. Together with the NHE, these exercises were compared through application of sprint normalization.

This study aimed to analyze the peak and average muscle activity as well as joint angles of peak activity and resulting elongation stress (subtraction of knee from hip angle) of the posterior kinetic chain during several exercises and high-speed running. The purpose of this study was to compare three hip-dominant hamstring exercises: the rocker, perpetuum mobile fast and slow (PMfast and PMslow) and the Nordic Hamstring exercise (NHE) on their potential to simulate sprint-like activity and kinematics. It was hypothesized that (1) BFH excitation would be greater in hip-dominant exercises than in the knee-dominant exercise, (2) BFH-ST ratio would differ depending on dominant joint, (3) elongation stress during exercises would be significantly smaller than in treadmill high-speed running.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE**

The cross-sectional intervention study was conducted with adult male athletes from sprint intensive sports. Participants performed two maximal and one submaximal sprints and four selected exercises in one testing measurement session. Muscular activity of the biceps femoris and semitendinosus as well as hip and knee joint angles were assessed. The study protocol complied with the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki and was evaluated and approved by the regional ethics committee.

**PARTICIPANTS**

This study recruited amateur athletes from surrounding clubs via convenience sampling from December 2022 to September 2023. Inclusion criteria were male sex, between 18 and 30 years old, with at least one year of more than 4.5 hours of sprint-related training per week to ensure that both performance and technical proficiency would be homogeneous in sprinting. Athletes with recent injuries in lower extremities in the prior six months as well as the presence of any kind of discomfort or pain during sprinting were excluded from participation. Participants were informed about the study and all procedures and signed a written consent before participation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Athletes were scheduled for two sessions. The first habituation session, served to familiarize the standardized warm-up, ensure correct technical execution of the exercises and to determine exercise load. This session lasted approximately 45 minutes and took place at least 48h prior to the second session. The second testing session consisted of a warm-up, two maximal sprints, a submaximal high-speed run at 75% of maximal sprint and the four exercises in randomized order. This session lasted about two hours.

At the beginning of the testing session, standardized surface electromyographic sensors (sEMG) were applied to four muscles of interest (biceps femoris long head [BF], semitendinosus [ST], gastrocnemius medialis [GCM], gluteus maximus [GMax]) on the right leg of each participant. Sensor application was in accordance with the SENIAM guidelines (http://www.seniam.org). Before electrode fixation, the skin was shaved, abraded with scrubbing gel and wiped with alcohol. Electrodes were placed parallel to the muscle fibers with an inter-electrode distance of 20mm. After a resting period of 5 min, impedance was tested (<10kΩ) and correct electrode placement was verified through manual muscle test and visual inspection of raw signals. The standardized 20 min warm-up consisted of running drills, mobilization exercises and time for individual necessities designed to enable maximal sprinting. After warming up two 40 m maximal sprints on an outdoor sprint track with similar weather conditions for all participants (dry, sunny, about 25°C) and a resting period of 5 min in between were performed. Participants started from a standing start with self-chosen set-off with their usual running shoes performing with maximal effort. Velocity calculations based on 35 to 40m sprint time was obtained through a single-beamed photocell (Witty, Microgate Srl, Bolzano, Italy).

After a 10-minute rest, three-dimensional (3D) motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, United Kingdom) reflective markers were bilaterally placed on the lower body with a total of 36 markers positioned on anatomical landmarks. After calibration of the motion capture model, participants performed one high-speed run at 75% of maximum sprint velocity on a motorized treadmill. It has been shown that this is the fastest speed which does not lead to technical failure within 15 strides and still represents kinematics close to a maximal sprint.30 Subsequently the four exercises of interest were conducted. Three repetitions were completed per exercise, with a 5 min rest in between, and the order was randomized as to avoid the influence of fatigue or order bias. Constant speed, pelvic tilt and leg alignment were controlled to ensure similar interindividual movement execution. Perceived loading and exertion were quantified with the Borg CR10 scale31 immediately after exercises and before initiating the new one to ensure that the participants were sufficiently recovered.

EXERCISE DESCRIPTION

The rocker is a custom-made apparatus which is currently used by Swiss track and field athletes on national level (Figure 1A). The hip is secured to the device, the right leg elevated on a 42 cm high surface padded with a mat (Balance-pad Elite, Airex AG, Sins, CH). The device weight additional to the body weight gets lifted through unilateral hip extension. Participants were instructed to thrust their hip as high and explosively as possible. The rocker operates as a class 2 lever system and has multiple resistance levels, with increasing intensity moving the fulcrum further cranially. This level was individually adjusted during habituation for highest possible load with no significant decrease in execution speed for three repetitions without technical failure.

The perpetuum mobile exercise (Figure 1B) originates from physical therapy and is used to train reactive hip stabilization and propulsion in gait as described by Klein-Vogelbach.32 Participants positioned their shank atop a gymnastic ball (55cm diameter), while hip and left leg stayed airborne, supported through the arms spread on the ground. In the starting position the ball was fully pulled towards the hip. Through extension in the hip the ball was rolled caudally while the left leg imitates the swing during running cycle through hip and knee flexion. The exercise was performed in two variations: one with an explosive concentric phase (PMfast) and the other with every movement phase lasting five seconds controlled with a metronome (PMslow).

A custom-made device with adjustable slope was used to perform the NHE (Figure 1C). Participants knelt on a padded board, with the ankles secured directly superior to the lateral malleolus by individual ankle braces. Only the lowering (eccentric) portion of the exercise was performed. Starting from an initial kneeling position with arms on the chest, participants were instructed to lower their bodies while keeping an extended hip, reaching ground contact after five seconds. During habituation session, the slope level was adjusted to ensure that the shank angle allowed for exactly three technically correct full range of motion repetitions without loss of control.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Muscular activity was measured through bipolar surface electrodes (Wave Plus, Cometa srl, Milan, IT) with an interelectrode distance of 20mm, at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Raw EMG data were filtered using the Butterworth bandpass filter (10-400Hz), full-wave rectification, and smoothed by a root mean square (25ms width) using the proEMG software (prophysics AG, Kolten, CH). Peak and average (contraction phase) RMS values of every repetition of every exercise were extracted and the median activity for every exercise was calculated. sEMG data were normalized based on maximal sprint, utilizing the greater activity out of the two tries. The 50ms plateaus were averaged over three consecutive strides and applied for every muscle of interest.29 BFH/ST-ratio was calculated by dividing BFH activity by ST activity.

The 3D motion capture utilized twelve cameras with a recording frequency of 200 Hz. The musculoskeletal model based on Vicon Plug-In Gait Lower Body Al was modified by additional markers (Figure 2) to best facilitate the modelling of the submaximal sprints and exercises according to prior tests.33 Raw trajectory data was processed using...
software inbuilt pipelines for dynamic movements (Vicon Nexus 2.15, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, United Kingdom). 3D motion capture data was synchronized with the EMG data. Hip and knee joint angles corresponding to the maximal muscle activity in the BF and ST were recorded and the median of the three repetitions per exercise was used for further analysis. Joint angles were measured as depicted in Figure 4A. Elongation stress was calculated by subtracting knee flexion angle from hip flexion angle.22

STATISTICAL METHODS

A random effects linear mixed model (GAMLj, Jamovi) was employed to examine differences in muscular activity (peak and average) for each muscle and angles in hip and knee, elongation stress and BF/ST-ratio in hamstrings. Random intercept per participant model was used to account for repeated measures. All values are reported with mean difference (MD) and confidence interval (CI), and level of significance was set at p < 0.05. Standardized effect sizes (SMD) were acquired by standardizing all estimates to the treadmill SD. Normal distribution of residuals was verified visually through inspection of Q-Q-Plots.

RESULTS

Descriptive data is shown in Table 1. Post-hoc computation of achieved power showed us values > 0.92 for the applied statistical calculations.

MUSCULAR ACTIVITY

Peak and average EMG data for hamstrings is visible in Table 2. The rocker showed significantly greater peak hamstring activity than PMslow, NHE and high-speed running (MD: 0.28-0.39, p< 0.006, [95%CI: 0.13-0.54], SMD: 1.5-2.0). Average hamstring activity in the rocker was significantly greater than in any other exercise (MD: 0.15-0.35, p< 0.002, [95%CI: 0.08-0.42], SMD: 1.9-4.4). Additionally, in PMfast hamstring activity was significantly greater than in PMslow, NHE and high-speed running (MD: 0.15-0.20, p< 0.002, [95%CI: 0.07-0.27], SMD: 1.9-2.5). BF/ST activation was consistently greater in peak (MD: 0.16, p< 0.002, [95%CI: 0.07-0.26], SMD: 0.8) and average activity (MD: 0.06, p< 0.014, [95%CI: 0.01-0.11], SMD: 0.8) compared to the ST.

Peak and average muscle activity of all muscles is depicted in Figure 3. Peak GMax activity was significantly greater in the rocker, PMfast, and high-speed running than in NHE (MD: 1.08-1.45, p< 0.004, [95%CI: 0.55-1.94], SMD: 1.7-2.3), as well as a smaller extent in the rocker than in PMslow (MD: 0.85, p= 0.047, [95%CI: 0.30-1.39], SMD = 1.3). Average GMax activity in the rocker and PMfast was significantly greater than in PMslow and NHE (MD: 0.37-0.68, p< 0.038, [95%CI: 0.15-0.89], SMD: 1.6-3.0). GCM activities of every exercise showed significantly smaller values than during high-speed running for peak (MD: 0.37-0.74, p< 0.009, [95%CI: 0.18-0.94], SMD: 1.0-2.0) and average activity (MD: 0.18-0.28, p< 0.001, [95%CI: 0.11-0.36], SMD: 1.2-1.8), respectively.
Table 1. Demographics of all male participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height [m]</td>
<td>1.79 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass [kg]</td>
<td>76.3 ± 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age [yr.]</td>
<td>24.0 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Age [yr.]</td>
<td>9.0 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training hours per week [h]</td>
<td>5.0 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint Time [s]</td>
<td>5.24 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. Verlocity [km/h]*</td>
<td>31.9 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75% max Sprint</td>
<td>23.9 ± 1.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Maximal sprint velocity was calculated based on the sprint time between 35 and 40m.

Table 2. Peak (PV) and average (AV) sprint normalized EMG group mean data for the four exercises and high-speed running divided by lateral and medial hamstring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Sprint PV</th>
<th>Sprint AV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BFih</td>
<td>ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocker</td>
<td>1.32 (1.05-1.59)*</td>
<td>1.04 (0.90-1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMfast</td>
<td>1.11 (0.91-1.32)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.72-1.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMslow</td>
<td>0.89 (0.69-1.09)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.58-1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHE</td>
<td>0.99 (0.72-1.26)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.65-0.94)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treadmill</td>
<td>0.80 (0.65-0.95)*</td>
<td>0.78 (0.59-0.96)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* different peak activity from activation during maximal sprint (1)PMfast: perpetuum mobile exercise fast version; PMslow: perpetuum mobile exercise slow version; NHE: nordic hamstring exercise

HIP AND KNEE FLEXION ANGLE

Angles of peak activity as well as elongation stress are shown in Table 3. Hip flexion angle differed significantly between exercises. High-speed running (MD: 34-38°, p < 0.001, [95%CI: 21-51°], SMD: 2.6-2.9) as well as the rocker (MD: 19-23°, p < 0.044, [95%CI: 7-36°], SMD: 1.5-1.8) displayed a more flexed hip than the other exercises (Figure 4). No differences in knee flexion angle were observed (MD: 1-20°, [95%CI: -9-34°]) except a significantly more flexed knee during the rocker than during PMslow (MD: 27°, p= 0.013, [95%CI: 11-42°], SMD: 1.4). Elongation stress of peak hamstring activity was smaller for every exercise than for high-speed running (MD: 25-29, p < 0.001, [95%CI: 16-37], SMD: 2.1-2.5).

MUSCLE SELECTIVITY

Muscle selectivity of every exercise is shown in Figure 5. Peak and average activity BFih/ST-ratio did not differ between exercises (MD = 0.02-0.35, [95%CI: -0.23-0.41]).

DISCUSSION

The hamstrings are frequently prone to injury. Gaining insight into how various exercises activate the individual muscles and considering the influence of joint dominance could provide clarity on the appropriate exercise selection in strengthening programs. This study evaluated muscle sprint-specificity of three hip dominant exercises looking at task-specific muscle activity and joint angles. The main findings were that the rocker elicited greatest muscle activity in BFih and ST followed by PMfast. NHE showed high peak, but low average normalized muscle activity (Table 2). All examined exercises demonstrated their peak activity at short hamstring muscle length (range) with none of them reaching elongation stress of 0. This represents the average elongation stress at peak activity determined during at least 10 running cycles on the treadmill.

MUSCLE ACTIVITY

The results consistently demonstrated high peak normalized muscle activity for all exercises in reference to the utilized thresholds by other sEMG studies that consider high muscle excitation over 60 to 80% of MVIC normalized activity. The contraction phase averages of this study are barely smaller than the peak sprint normalized activity in the reference studies. Therefore, rather than evaluating the results based on absolute values, as is common in EMG studies for activity assessments, the data were examined in relation to each other and referenced to the sprint. The results show that the explosive exercises elicit...
greater average hamstring muscle activity in comparison to the slow exercises which induced between 26-40% of maximal sprint for NHE and 25-39% for PM\textsubscript{slow}. There are several possible reasons. Firstly, one can assume that a contributing factor is the extra load imposed by the rocker on hip extension. As demonstrated in previous research, increased load enhances muscle activity, which could offer a partial explanation for the observed greater muscle activity. Secondly, overall peak normalized EMG showed more similar values among exercises, in contrast the discrepancies are great in average normalized values (Figure 3). The reason may be the explosive exercises having short concentric phases where average activity approximates peak activity while slow exercises have longer contraction windows that allowed for more fluctuations and therefore smaller average values. In addition, during initial phase of the NHE the load is negligibly small which also pulls down the average EMG values. Lastly, variations in execution may influence muscle activity magnitude during the NHE. Previous research has incorporated variations with a more flexed hip and different shank angles. All variations exerted less activity in hamstring muscles than the original with neutral hip and shank level which is in accordance with another similar study. It seems that similarity to sprinting in NHE faces a trade-off in less activity magnitude. Since the previously reported study showed NHE hip flexion angles closer to sprint conditions and more extended knee starting angle, this could also be the case for the procedure of this study. This would imply that EMG values during NHE could reach higher levels with a different execution, making its execution comparable to the rocker.

To the authors knowledge there are only few explosive hamstring exercises examined in a closed kinetic chain as seen in the rocker and PM\textsubscript{fast}. Two studies examined the lying kick, a related movement involving a unilateral glut bridge with 90° knee flexion angle in the hip extending extremity with the contralateral side kicking up explosively as to lose ground contract with the supporting leg. Although no additional load was used both studies reported among the greatest hamstrings and GMax excitation. Both studies outcomes support the finding of this study advocating for closed kinetic chain hip-dominant exercises.

Hip-dominant exercises, especially like the rocker and PM\textsubscript{fast} revealed high variability of GMax activity, these high deviations are also visible in the previously reported study. It seems unlikely that this spread originates from the generated maximum values while sprinting because with increasing speed leg muscle activation patterns get more repeatable. Ultimately, this consolidation results in a "motor program getting dominant" during maximal sprinting leading to utilization of a uniform neural strategies. A more probable reason lies in the exercises being new to most participants leading to them using different neural strategies. Therefore, explosive hip extension may be achieved with or without much participation of GMax.

![Figure 3. Sprint normalized peak (1A) und average (1B) activity (95% CI) of the posterior kinetic chain of all examined exercises and treadmill high-speed running. The dotted line corresponds to the peak muscle activation for each muscle during sprinting.](image)

Note: 100% lines are in different scales. PM\textsubscript{fast}: perpetuum mobile exercise fast version; PM\textsubscript{slow}: perpetuum mobile exercise slow version; NHE: nordic hamstring exercise. GMax: glutus maximus; BFII: biceps femoris long head; ST: semitendinosus; GCM: gastrocnemius medius.

Table 3. Mean hip and knee flexion angles of peak EMG activity averaged for both hamstrings in degrees and resulting elongation stress at which peak activity occurs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Hip flexion angle</th>
<th>Knee flexion angle</th>
<th>Elongation stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rocker</td>
<td>44 (35 ; 52)†</td>
<td>69 (59 ; 79)†</td>
<td>-25 (-35 ; -16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM\textsubscript{fast}</td>
<td>24 (8 ; 40)</td>
<td>49 (34 ; 65)</td>
<td>-25 (-29 ; -22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM\textsubscript{slow}</td>
<td>20 (4 ; 37)</td>
<td>42 (23 ; 61)†</td>
<td>-22 (-26 ; -18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHE</td>
<td>24 (20 ; 29)</td>
<td>50 (39 ; 61)</td>
<td>-26 (-34 ; -18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treadmill</td>
<td>58 (52 ; 65)***</td>
<td>56 (45 ; 66)</td>
<td>3 (-3 ; 9)***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PM\textsubscript{fast}: perpetuum mobile exercise fast version; PM\textsubscript{slow}: perpetuum mobile exercise slow version; NHE: Nordic hamstring exercise.

* different from the rest (<0.05)
† different from each other (<0.05)
Further research is needed to determine if this variability decreases with experience ultimately answering the question of hamstring selectivity of the examined exercises.

In the present study, treadmill high-speed running elicited among the lowest level of peak and average hamstring muscle activity. This contrasts the results of another study which also investigated 75% of maximal sprint (24.4 km/h ± 1.4 km/h) and found that chosen speed already elicited greater BF and ST activity than maximally executed exercises.30 Despite employing similar speeds (23.9 km/h ± 1.9 km/h), the present study did not reach the same conclusion. One plausible explanation for this phenomenon could be the running velocity-dependent engagement of the hamstring muscles. During higher velocities, specifically at speeds exceeding 26 km/h, a 30% increase in running speed results in approximately a doubling of the demands on the hamstring muscles.40 This sensitivity to speed fluctuations might account for the difference in EMG levels present. Hence, it may be that used running speeds are not as representative of maximal sprint kinematics as initially anticipated.

HIP AND KNEE FLEXION ANGLES

Angles of peak activity for high-speed running at 75% of maximal speed was at approximately the same time in late swing for both hamstring muscles and is consistent with findings of previous studies.23,41 NHE presented a peak activity hip flexion angle of 26° (CI: 18.8°; 33.3°) which occurred at 68.1% (CI: 61.5%; 74.6%) of movement progression and was also visible in a similar study,23 which showed an even greater hip flexion. This is noteworthy as participants were instructed to perform the exercise with the effort to keep the hip fully extended and was strictly controlled by the instructor when hip flexion was visible. As anterior pelvic tilt shifts optimal hamstring muscle length during movement progression, this can affect angle of peak activity as it prolongs hamstring optimal force generation. Thus, potentially, the window in which peak activity could occur may increase. Hip and knee flexion angles for PM fast as well as for the NHE show similar composition as during high-speed running. The similarity entails that they exert peak hamstring activity at a similar time as during the late swing phase even though contraction modes in joints differ. The rocker displayed the most flexed hip next to high-speed running which indicates that peak hamstring activity occurs during the initial phase of the movement. On the other hand, if the knee was too flexed, it could target and adapt hamstring muscles at an unfavorable angle in the knee. This issue may be resolved by adjusting knee start-

Figure 4. Definition of joint angles (A) and hip and knee flexion angles of peak muscle activity during every exercise and high-speed running (B) averaged for both hamstrings.

PMfast: perpetuum mobile exercise fast version; PMslow: perpetuum mobile exercise slow version; NHE: Nordic hamstring exercise.

* different from the rest to the right (<0.05)
† different from each other (<0.05)

Figure 5. Peak and average sprint normalized ratio of BFth and ST activity (95%CI) for every exercise and treadmill high-speed running with the dotted line symbolizing equal intermuscular activation.

PMfast: perpetuum mobile exercise fast version; PMslow: perpetuum mobile exercise slow version; NHE: Nordic hamstring exercise.
ing angle to be more extended. Shifting peak activity to a later stage of movement could potentially enhance hamstring engagement.

Elongation stress is a measure to quantify lengthening stress on the hamstrings by subtracting the knee from the hip flexion angle.\textsuperscript{22} For reference, elongation stress during the late swing phase corresponds to a maximum value of 32 (i.e. 60° hip flexion -28° knee flexion) and starting position in NHE equals to -90 (0° hip flexion – 90° knee flexion). As hypothesized, none of the exercises came close to elongation stress values during high-speed running. Elongation stress, as a simple measure, neglects the greater moment arm at the hip. Given that all exercises exhibited less hip flexion than during treadmill high-speed running (Table 3), the actual elongation stress and therefore muscle length at peak activity would likely be less.\textsuperscript{22} It is recommended to use exercises for hamstring muscle injury (HMI) prevention that stretch the hamstrings over their optimal length (>0), to induce changes in fascicle length effectively moving knee flexor torque-joint relationship to a more extended knee. At least from this point of view, the selected exercises including the NHE are not suitable for reducing the risk of HMI. On the contrary, concentric exercises can even lead to shortening of the muscle fibers.\textsuperscript{42} Elongation stress for high-speed running was surprisingly low considering that peak activity coincides with peak lengthening stress on the hamstrings.\textsuperscript{41} Though these values correspond to the results of another similar study.\textsuperscript{23} This implies that between 75% and maximal sprint speed elongation stress increase by a collective amount of 30 angle units. Thus, the kinematics at this speed do not stress the hamstrings to a comparable extent as in maximal sprint, as originally assumed. 

MUSCLE SELECTIVITY

As hypothesized, two of the three hip-dominant exercises elicited greater BFh activity than the NHE but BFh/ST-ratios did not differ depending on joint-dominance. Regarding this, a study examined the “stiff-leg deadlift” and found significantly greater BFh and SM activity than in ST. They argue that ST’s selectivity for eccentric knee-flexion may be attributed to its morphological properties, including long fibers with many sarcomeres in series, allowing it to contract over large distances. In contrast, BFh and SM, as pennate muscles with a substantial cross-sectional area, are essential for high torque production. They conclude that medial and lateral hamstrings each have one muscle primarily responsible for high-excitation movements predominantly through the knee joint and one muscle for high-torque particularly in the hip joint.\textsuperscript{45} Their suggestion is substantiated by a review of this possibility.\textsuperscript{28} This partially accounts for the greater activity of the BFh in hip-dominant exercises but it does not apply to the NHE which is proven many times to be a ST-favoring exercise.\textsuperscript{23,24,27,56,44} Although there are studies that did not find significant activity differences between BFh and ST,\textsuperscript{19,21} A study which examined NHE and “stiff-leg deadlift” reported greater BFh than ST activity for NHE which supports the presented results.\textsuperscript{45} However, the muscle of greatest activity greatly varied between individuals. This is consistent with another study whose results indicate that hamstring activity cannot be solely based on joint dominance.\textsuperscript{46} The BFh/ST activity ratio of the latter also showed large individual variability, suggesting individual neural strategies for the activation of these muscles in running and sprinting as well as exercises. Great interindividual variability in muscle activity-dominance was the case for this study’s results but does not add to the explanation of why mean ratios were all in favor of BFh.

ST is selectively more active when a high shortening capacity and speed is required (preferably in combination). BFh seems to have a certain affinity with hip movements, also due to the longer lever arm.\textsuperscript{14,28} The selected exercises in the current study all utilize small ranges of motion at short muscle length with the rocker additionally demanding high torque levels. This could account for the consistent observation of BFh/ST ratios exceeding 1 in the examined hip-dominant exercises. However, the limited range of motion alone does not provide a sufficient explanation for this ratio in the context of the NHE. Next to the possibility of BFsh crosstalk, execution type of NHE can be a possible reason as it alters the activity magnitude and pattern.\textsuperscript{56} In the present procedure, shank level was adjusted for the exercise to be technically correct for three repetitions, ensuring no signs of early loss of control. Consequently, NHE starting position was at an average knee flexion angle of 81.5° (CI: 65.1°;98.0°). This reduction in range and absence of a breakpoint may alter the contribution ratio over one and may be further supported by two studies who found that ST activity is greater during the initial movement and relative BFh activity progressively increases towards full knee extension.\textsuperscript{37,47} This study’s findings of NHE execution variation add evidence to the already stated suggestion that full ROM without loss of control could improve BFh selectivity in NHE.

METHODOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS

It should be noted that the use of single surface EMG gives an estimate of only one area of the muscle and is prone to crosstalk.\textsuperscript{48} Additionally, muscle activity does not always correlate to peak muscle forces, requiring the need to make assumptions in the absence of peak muscle force data. Lastly to control load as an effect modifier, the authors decided to adjust the intensity of those exercise where it was possible. In doing so, load became a potential source of error because the effort to standardize load may have altered the kinetics of the rocker and the NHE between subjects which in turn potentially increased variability of angle values and possibly muscle activation.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

The outcomes of this study are intended to provide insights for practitioners, therapists, and researchers exploring sprint-specific alternatives to the NHE. The authors found alternatives that elicit the same or greater activity in hamstrings and can be used in different training states reaching as far back as early therapy stages. Based on the findings, it
seems advisable when utilizing the NHE to do so in its full ROM to improve BF1h selectivity and to combine hip- and knee-dominant exercises to extensively target both hamstrings.  

Despite finding high activity for both hamstrings and especially BF1h, there is presently no evidence that advocates that training using these exercises causes sprint-specific adaptations in the muscles, let alone reduces risk for HMI. For that, it will be necessary to investigate whether closed kinetic chain hip-dominant exercises improve horizontal force production and further if they impact known risk factors for HMI.

CONCLUSION

This study presented EMG data that shows that the three hip-dominant exercises exert high amounts of hamstring muscle activity that reaches and even surpasses those seen during the NHE. Additionally, GMax activity played a leading role in hip extension whereby hamstring selectivity of the exercises is still uncertain. The hip and knee flexion angles of peak muscle activity do partly correspond with treadmill high-speed running. Elongation stress being below zero for all examined exercises poses the possibility for adaptations of hamstring muscles at an unfavorable angle. Nevertheless, the authors suggest that further analysis of the closed kinetic chain hip-dominant exercises and their possible upside of exerting high amounts of hamstring muscle activity be undertaken.
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